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Abstract. With the wide spread of the social media and online forums,
individual users have been able to actively participate in the generation
of online content in different languages and dialects. Arabic is one of the
fastest growing languages used on Internet, but dialects (like Egyptian
and Saudi Arabian) have a big share of the Arabic online content. There
are many differences between Dialectal Arabic and Modern Standard
Arabic which cause many challenges for Machine Translation of informal
Arabic language. In this paper, we investigate the use of Automatic Er-
ror Correction method to improve the quality of Arabic User-Generated
texts and its automatic translation. Our experiments show that the new
system with automatic correction module outperforms the baseline sys-
tem by nearly 22.59% of relative improvement.
Keywords: Automatic Error Correction, Machine translation, pre-processing,
Arabic User-Generated content.
1 Introduction
User-generated Content (UGC) texts such as the posts, threads and comments
found on the social media and web forums have different challenges on informal
Arabic language processing than formal Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) texts
(e.g. news). This comes from the fact that the majority of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tools for Arabic language are designed for MSA, while most
of the online Arabic users are writing using Dialectal Arabic (DA) and informal
style. Although DA and MSA are related but there are some lexical, phonologi-
cal and morphological differences between them [11, 4, 3].
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That’s why it is widely accepted that machine translation systems are still
imperfect in translating Arabic UGC [31]. This is reflected by errors contained in
the original Arabic informal text (see for example in Table 1 ) which is typically
measured with automatic quality metrics such as BLEU [26], or TER [28]. These
scores alone, however, only reflect the overall translation quality of the text, and
do not provide any insight in what exactly the origin of the translation problem.
We can see in the Table 1, we have often Arabic words in the Machine Translation
(MT) output which called Out Of Vocabulary (OOV). These words are a spelling
errors of MSA words like HA 	J ¯ instead of èA 	J ¯ (which means ’channel’) in the
second example, or a Dialectal words like the Levantine (Syrian/Lebanese) word
½J
ë converted to @
	Yºë (which means "that", "like","that kind" or "such") in
MSA. The challenge is that online users are linguistically switching between MSA
and DA, either in the course of a single sentence or across different sentences. In
[8], the authors found that 98.13% of sentences crawled from Egyptian DA dis-
cussion forums for the COLABA corpus contain intrasentential code switching.
In this context, it is appropriate to ask the following question:
How can we automatically improve the informal UGC Arabic text transla-
tion?
In this paper we explore the effectiveness of Automatic Error Correction
(AEC) of Arabic UGC and its impact on automatic translation. The combi-
nation uses a DA-to-MSA normalisation and an MSA correction system based
on statistical approach. The proposed algorithm used to "convert" an informal
text to its MSA version based on statistical methods. We investigate the use of
Arabic tokenisations for improving the errors detecting.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the background and
the related work in UGC error correction; Section 3 provides the proposed error
correction method and UGC-to-MT framework; Section 4 describes the tech-
nical details of using the statistical model with different tokenization and the
feasibility experiments conducted; Section 5 reports the results and discuss the
final Arabic UGC translation; and section 6 concludes the paper and provides
possible future directions.
2 Background
2.1 Arabic User-Generated Errors
In Arabic UGC texts, we have several challenges including:
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Arabic: . ú

	æÓ@ ÉÓAªK ½J
ë AëYK. é 	PAªÓ ½J
ëð
MT output: and ½J
ë opposition needs such behaviour
Ref Arabic: . ú

	æÓ@ ÉÓAªK @ 	Yºë AêÓ 	QÊK
 é 	PAªÓ @
	Yºëð
Ref Translation: and that opposition needs that kind of security dealings.
Arabic: . èQK
 	Qm.Ì'@ HA 	J¯ ú

	¯ 	á
ÊÓAªË@ ú
ÎË @
MT output: and ú
ÎË@ working for
HA 	J¯ Al-Jazeera.
Ref Arabic: . èQK
 	Qm.Ì'@ èA 	J¯ ú

	¯ 	á
ÊÓAªË@ úÍ@
Ref Translation: for those who are working in Al-Jazeera channel.
Table 1. UGC Error examples with poor MT output. The first example represents
a sentence in Levantine Dialect (without spelling error) mixed with MSA words and
translated with a standard Arabic to English system. The second example represents
an MSA sentence with spilling errors ( HA 	J ¯ and ú
Î Ë@ ) translated by the same MTsystem.
– OOV problem: this happen if the word does not exist in the MSA dictionary
e.g. HA 	J ¯ instead of èA 	J ¯ (which means channel). This happen because of a
spelling mistake or because the word is dialectal word.
– Segmentation: extra space error can divide the word and generate a segmen-
tation problem e.g. è @ 	á¯ instead of èA 	J¯.
– Punctuation: in informal language, commas or points could be in wrong
places or missing.
– Character format: the use of some Farsi/Urdu Characters like e.g.  instead
of  or ¬. instead of
	¬ in Tunisian, Algerian and Moroccan Dialects.
– Word sense ambiguity: some words are shared between DA and MSA but
have different meaning e.g.ù

®K. in Egyptian Dialect means ’become’ while it
means ’remain’ in MSA i.e. iJ.

@.
2.2 Automatic Error Correction of Arabic UGC
The goal of Automatic Error Correction of UGC is to detect and correct mis-
spellings and DA words in the text before translation. The obvious way to correct
OCR errors is to edit the output text manually by linguists. This method re-
quires a continuous manual human intervention which is to some degree regarded
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as a costly and time-consuming practice.
There are two main existing approaches to automatically correct texts. The
first approach is based on a lexical error correction [22, 13, 5]. In this method, a
lexicon is used to spell check words and correct them if they are not present on
the dictionary. Although this technique is easy to implement and use, it still have
various limitations that prevent it to being the perfect solution for UGC Arabic
texts. The first one is that it requires a wide-ranging dictionary that covers every
single word in the language. However, a morphologically complex language such
Arabic (MSA) and DA, have enormous numbers of possible words estimated to 60
billion possible surface forms. Another limitation is that conventional dictionary
do not support names of regions, geographical locations, some technical keyword
and domain specific terms. They normally target a single specific language in a
given period, and thus, cannot support actual news day per day which are more
discussed in UGC texts.
The second type of approach is the context-based error correction. Those
techniques are founded on statistical language modelling and word n-grams. It
aims at calculating the likelihood of a word sequence to appear [30, 19]. Using
this technique, the candidate correction of an error might be successfully found
using the "Noisy Channel Model" [20]. Accordingly, for each source word w we
are looking for the word c that is the most likely spelling correction for that
word (which may indeed be the original word itself). However, some words are
more likely corrected than others because they are more frequent like e.g.the
stop words, which can result in erroneous corrections. Also when many consecu-
tive corrupted words are encountered in a sentence then it is difficult to consider
good candidate words.
For the task of Arabic morphological analysis and disambiguation, [27] cre-
ated MADAMIRA, which can be used to improve the accuracy of spelling check-
ing system especially with Hamza spelling correction. [14] presented a statistical
machine translation (SMT) model to train an error correction system. In con-
trast to these two approaches, we used MADA [10] and the SMT model to train
our correction systems presented in this paper.
3 Statistical Conversion System
3.1 Basic Idea
This technique centres on using a conversion system trained on UGC texts which
have been post-edited and manually corrected and normalised to MSA. It is like
a UGC-to-MSA Machine Translation system with spelling Error correction. The
translation systems handle the conversion process as the transformation of a
sequence of symbols in a source language into another sequence of symbols in
a target language. Generally the symbols dealt with are the words in the two
languages. We consider that our system will translate UGC error words to a
corrected MSA words in the same language following the work of [9, 1, 2].
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In fact, using the standard approach of Statistical Machine Translation we
are given a sentence (a sequence of Arabic words in informal form) sM = s1...sM
of sizeM which is to be translated into a corrected MSA sentence tN = t1...tN of
size N in the same language (Arabic in our case). The statistical approach aims
at determining the translation t∗ which maximizes the posterior probability given
the source sentence. Formally, by using Bayes’ rule, the fundamental equation is
(1):
t∗ = argmax
t
Pr(t|s) = argmax
t
Pr(s|t)Pr(t) (1)
It can be decomposed, as in the original work of [6], into a language model prob-
ability Pr(t), and a translation model probability Pr(s|t). The language model
is trained on a large quantity of MSA corrected data and the translation model
is trained using a bilingual text aligned at sentence (segment) level, i.e. a UGC
for a segment and its ground-truth in MSA obtained by manual annotation. As
in most current state-of-the-art systems, the translation probability is modelled
using the log-linear model [24] in (2):
P (t|s) =
N∑
i=0
λihi(s, t) (2)
where hi(s, t) is the ith feature function and λi its weight (determined by an
optimisation process).
We assume that we do not need to use the reordering model (RM) in the
task of spelling error correction in the same language as demonstrated by [1].
However, in our task we are also normalising DA to MSA which can lead to a
transformation of the order of the words. That’s why we kept using the RM in
our conversion system.
3.2 Arabic tokenization
In the special case of Arabic language, Arabic words are often ambiguous in
their morphological analysis. This is due to Arabic’s rich system of affixation and
clitics and the omission of disambiguating short vowels and other orthographic
diacritics in standard orthography ("undiacritized") [10]. We believe that this
complexity of the language can affect the detection of the spilling errors. That’s
why we proposed to use two different systems in order to verify this assumption:
– First System (called Sys1 ): trained with cleaned data without any tokeniza-
tion;
– Second system (called Sys2 ): trained using MADA [10] tokenisation and;
An example of an Arabic UGC sentence and its MSA correction with the
different tokenisations used in this paper can be seen in Table 2. The source and
reference sentence are also spelled into Latin letter using Buckwalter code [7].
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Source UGC sentence without tokenisation :
hA 	®Ë@ A AK. ÈAÔg. A 	K

@ éJªÖÞð éJ 	®  ú
ÎË @ YªK.ék. QÖÏ @ ékA ú

	¯ é® 	J Ó 61 I. 
	K. ú

	G AÓQ 	¯ HPY

@
èQåAJ.Ó YJ
ªË@ YªK. ½Ë 	Xð ø
 PñË@ ÐA
	¢ 	JË @ èYÔ«

@ AîD
Ê« 	J 
Ë
. I¯ð ©J

 	 Bð ø
 AëB Bð Õ» Am× B
Reference MSA sentence without tokenisation:
, hA 	®Ë@ A AK. ÈAÔg. A 	K

@ , éJªÖÞð éJK


@P ø

	YË@ YªK.
ék. QÖÏ @ ékA ú

	¯ é® 	J Ó 16 I. 
	K. ú

	G AÓQ 	¯ HPY

@
, èQåAJ.Ó YJ
ªË@ YªK. ½Ë 	Xð , ø
 PñË@ ÐA
	¢ 	JË @ èYÔ«

@ AîD
Ê« 	J 
Ë
. I¯ð ©J

 	 Bð , ø
 AëB Bð , Õ» Am× B
Source UGC sentence with MADA tokenisation :
hA 	®Ë@ A AK. ÈAÔg. A 	K @ è+ IªÖÞ +ð è+ I
	®  ú
ÎË@ YªK.ék. QÖÏ @ ékA ú

	¯ é® 	J Ó 16 I. 
	 + H. ú

	G+ AÓP + 	¬ HPY@
èQåAJ.Ó YJ
ªË@ YªK. ½Ë 	X +ð ø
 PñË@ ÐA
	¢ 	JË @ èYÔ«@ Aë+ ú
Î«
	J 
 + È
. I¯ð ©J

 	 B +ð ø
 AëB B + ð Õ» Am× B
Reference MSA sentence with MADA tokenisation :
, hA 	®Ë@ A AK. ÈAÔg. A 	K @ , è+ IªÖÞ +ð è+ IK
@P ø

	YË@ YªK.ék. QÖÏ @ ékA ú

	¯ é® 	J Ó 16 I. 
	 + H. ú

	G+ AÓP + 	¬ HPY@
, èQåAJ.Ó YJ
ªË@ YªK. ½Ë 	X +ð , ø
 PñË@ ÐA
	¢ 	JË @ èYÔ«@ Aë+ ú
Î«
	J 
 + È
. I¯ð ©J

 	 B +ð , ø
 AëB B + ð , Õ» Am× B
Source UGC sentence in Buckwalter spelling :
bEd <lly $fth wsmEth >nA jmAl bA$A AlsfAH
>Sdrt frmAny bnSb 61 m$nqp fy sAHp Almrjp
ly$nq ElyhA >Emdp AlnZAm Alswry w*lk bEd AlEyd mbA$rp
lA mHA km wlA lAhAy wlA tDyyE wqt .
Reference MSA sentence in Buckwalter spelling :
bEd Al*y r>yth wsmEth , >nA jmAl bA$A AlsfAH ,
>Sdrt frmAny bnSb 16 m$nqp fy sAHp Almrjp
ly$nq ElyhA >Emdp AlnZAm Alswry , w*lk bEd AlEyd mbA$rp
, lA mHAkm , wlA lAhAy , wlA tDyyE wqt .
Table 2. Example of UGC sentence and its MSA correction in the different tokenisation
forms used in our experiments.
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3.3 UGC-to-MT framework
The basic system architecture is depicted in Figure 1. We can distinguish three
steps: automatic tokenization and cleaning, error correction (Sys Correction)
and machine translation (MT). We begin by cleaning the original documents in
language L1 (Arabic UGC in our case) and generates an automatic tokenization.
This text is then corrected by the statistical conversion method described in the
previous section.
The final corrected text in L1 forms the input to the MT system. We antici-
pate that the automatic correction will improve the quality of the final transla-
tion to the language L2 (English in our case). Accordingly, this framework sets
out to address the question of whether a shared and novel integration of lan-
guage processing components from a corrected UGC can significantly improve
the final translation quality of informal texts.
3.4 Impact of Error Correction on Automatic Translation
The proposed UGC-to-MT framework raises several issues. Each step can intro-
duce a certain number of errors. It is important to highlight the feasibility of
the approach and the impact of each module on the final automatic translation.
Thus, we conducted three different types of experiments, described in Figure 2.
Fig. 1. The proposed UGC-to-MT frame-
work.
Fig. 2. Different experiments to analyze the impact
of the correction module.
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Source UGC sentence:
HAJÖÏ AK. 	á
J
K. AëPB@
	¬ñ 	® ú

	¯ úÎJ®Ë @ X@Y«@
I. . .
J
¯ X É¾ . úÎJ®Ë @ X@Y«@ Qåk I. ªË@ 	áÓ ð
. ÑëYg. @ñK 	á» AÓ@ ú

	¯ ø
 PñË@ ú
G. QªË@

m.Ì'@ Aî 	D 
 ú

æË @ éÊÓA Ë@ H. QmÌ'@
A 0 1 edit X@Y«

@ REQUIRED -NONE- 0
A 4 5 edit 	á
J
K. AëPB @ REQUIRED -NONE- 0
A 6 6 add_token_before , REQUIRED -NONE- 0
A 6 8 merge 	áÓð REQUIRED -NONE- 0
A 10 11 edit X@Y«

@ REQUIRED -NONE- 0
A 23 24 edit 	á» AÓ

@ REQUIRED -NONE- 0
Corrected MSA sentence generated automatically:
, HAJÖÏ AK. 	á
J
K. AëPB @
	¬ñ 	® ú

	¯ úÎJ®Ë @ X@Y«

@
I. . .
J
¯ X É¾ . úÎJ®Ë @ X@Y«

@ Qåk I. ªË@ 	áÓð
. ÑëYg. @ñK 	á» AÓ

@ ú

	¯ ø
 PñË@ ú
G. QªË@

m.Ì'@ Aî 	D 
 ú

æË @ éÊÓA Ë@ H. QmÌ'@
Table 3. Corrected Arabic User-Generated Content Error example from QALB corpus.
The first correction replaces token with ID 0 with the word ( X@Y«

@ ) which is exactly like
second, fifth and sixth modifications called (edit). The third correction (add_token)
specifies an insertion of an arabic comma (, ) in front of token with tokenID 6. The
fourth correction merges tokens 6 and 7.
In the first experiment (Exp. 1 ) we use the MSA reference (Ref.ar) as input
to the MT system. This is the most favourable condition, as it simulates the
case where the Error Correction systems do not commit any error. Accordingly,
we consider this as the reference during the automatic evaluation process. In the
second experiment (Exp. 2 ) – the baseline experiment – we use the UGT text
(text_with_errors.ar) directly as input to the MT system without any correc-
tion. Finally, the third experiment represents the complete proposed framework,
described in Section 3.3.
4 Data and systems description
4.1 Data description
To train our correction models, a 1,3 million Arabic UGC words were obtained
from QALB corpus [32]. The segments were then manually corrected by anno-
tators. An example of this annotation can be seen in the Table 3. Based on this
manual correction, we generated the corrected MSA version of the training, de-
velopment and test data. Next, the UGC sentences and the MSA version were
aligned at sentence level and tokenised using MADA.
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Statistics of the corpus used for the automatic error correction in our exper-
iments are presented in Table 4.
bitexts # UGC tokens # ref MSA tokens
train_raw 1.22M 1.31M
train_MADA_tok 14.8M 15.6M
dev_raw 3 64.6K 69.5K
dev_MADA_tok 78.0K 83.4K
test_raw 61.2K 65.9K
test_MADA_tok 74.1K 79.4K
Table 4. Statistics of training (train), development (dev) and test data available to
build the correction system.
The language model used on the correction system was built using the KenLM1
toolkit [12] with Kneser-Ney smoothing [15] and default backoff.
4.2 Arabic to English Machine Translation System
The language pair of the SMT system for UGC is MSA and Arabic dialects into
the English. The system is a standard phrase-based system trained using Moses
toolkit [16], SRILM [29], KenLM [12], and GIZA++ [25]. Log linear weights are
optimized using MERT [23].
The SMT system is trained using the bilingual training corpora listed in
Table 5 from LDC. The size of the tuning set is 111.8K and 138.2K of Arabic
and English tokens. All Arabic data are tokenized using MADA-ARZ version
0.4 [11]. We used data selection method based on [21] to select the relevant
monolingual data for our 4-gram back-off language model.
5 Results
5.1 Automatic Error Correction
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of error correction, we used Word Error
Rate (WER) which is derived from Levenshtein distance [17]. We compare results
on the test data of the different systems used in our experiments, against the
baseline results which represent scores between the original UGC arabic text and
the corrected MSA reference (called UGC-Baseline).
Table 6 reports on the percentage of Correctness, Accuracy and WER of
different system outputs. We can see that the two models trained with the same
method described in section 3.1, with/without tokenization, were able to decrease
the Baseline Errors in the UGC text.
1 https://kheafield.com/code/kenlm
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Corpus Arabic genre Arabic tokens English tokens
bolt
Egyptian dialect
1.70M 2.05M
thy 282k 362k
bbnturk 1.52M 1.58M
bbnegy 514k 588k
gale
MSA
4.28M 5.01 M
fouo 717 k 791k
ummah 3.61M 3.72M
iraqi Iraqi dialect 1M 1.14M
bbnlev Levantine dialect 1.59M 1.81M
Total 15.2M 17M
Table 5. The sizes and the genres of bilingual training corpora.
Systems Correctness Accuracy WER
UGC-Baseline 71.79 70.38 29.62
Sys1 86.44 82.48 17.52
UGC-Baseline 70.61 55.99 44.01
Sys2 84.05 77.92 22.08
Table 6. Word Error Rate (WER), Accuracy and Correctness results on test UGC-
corrected data using Sys1 and Sys2 compared to the UGC-Baseline.
5.2 Machine translation
For the translation evaluation we used BLEU-4 score [26], Smoothed BLEU [18]
and TER [28] calculated between the output of Exp.1 (our reference) and Exp.
2 output (the baseline) or Exp.3 output (our proposed framework).
Table 7 lists the results of the two translation outputs from Exp. 2 and Exp.
3 with different systems used in this experiments, compared to Exp.1 output.
It shows that our proposed framework is very capable of correcting the final
translation of the Arabic UGC text. The best system (Sys2 ) increases near 4
points in the BLEU-4 and 3 points in the Smooth BLEU scores. This results are
confirmed with the decrease of 1.72 TER score points.
Systems BLEU-4 Smooth BLEU TER
Exp. 2 64.41 64.42 23.17
Exp. 3 Sys1 67.30 66.53 21.94
Exp. 3 Sys2 68.31 67.42 21.45
Table 7. BLEU-4, Smooth BLEU and TER results on test translated UGC-data cor-
rected by Sys1 and Sys2.
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6 Discussion
6.1 Systems comparaison
In order to analyze the degree of the agreement between the different systems,
We transformed the Sys1 outputs to the same tokenisation of Sys2 and we scored
all of them comparing to the MSA correction reference transformed in MADA
tokenisation (of Sys2), and using WER metric.
Systems Correctness Accuracy WER
UGC-Baseline 67.24 59.54 40.46
Sys1 70.31 63.18 36.82
Sys2 74.81 68.68 31.32
Table 8. Word Error Rate (WER), Accuracy and Correctness results on test UGC-
corrected data.
We can see that the best improvements of the correction results are obtained
with the Sys2 using the MADA tokenisation. This model was able to decrease
9.14% of the UGC word errors, which means 22.59% of relative improvements.
6.2 Analysis
The experiments performed in this paper showed that the integration of an error
correction module as pre-processing is very helpful to improve the translation
results of User-Generated Content Arabic Data. This method can resolve the
problem of MT system adaptation to different dialects by the normalisation to
the MSA form of the Arabic language which represents a challenge for Arabic
SMT translation. Our correction results showed also that all different systems
with/without tokenisation can decrease the word errors of the Arabic UGC texts.
This suggest to apply combination of these different systems using a confusion
network combination method in order to select the best correction of each sen-
tence. This assumption will be one of our future investigation in the processing
of Arabic UGC data. Lastly, we are considering branching into application areas
other than MT that can benefit from this correction framework, in particular,
Arabic information retrieval, sentiment analysis and language learning.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new framework of Arabic User-Generated Con-
tent translation. The proposed method consists of the integration of a new error
correction system prior to the translation phase per se. We validate the feasi-
bility of our approach using a set of experiments to analyze the impact of error
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correction module on the final translation. The use of this approach allows the
system to correct spilling errors and convert Dialectal words to Standard Arabic.
We have shown that such systems are able to improve the final translation. Our
best model outperforms the UGC-Base (baseline) by up to 4 BLEU points and
1.72 TER points (when computed at tokenised version), which represents a good
improvement.
Nowadays User-Generated Content of some complex morphological languages
like Arabic represent a challenge for many translation projects. The morpho-
logical complexity of such languages, which have billions surface forms (e.g.60
billions for Arabic), complicates others correction methods like dictionary-based
[19]. This is mainly because listing all the possible words is not an easy task.
That is why we believe that our new method can be a good way to resolve this
kind of problems. We plan to test it on other different languages and types of
data. As future work, we would like to investigate the robustness of our systems
and their combination with other methods.
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